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CM addresses entrepreneurs of YPO's Delhi Chapter in New Delhi
UP is a land of unlimited possibilities : UP CM
State will become $1 trillion economy by 2024
Lucknow : 27 September, 2019

Uttar Pradesh Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath ji today said there are
unlimited possibilities in Uttar Pradesh, and the government is working
towards making the state a trillion dollar economy by creating the right
environment. He expressed these views in New Delhi during a discussion
with the entrepreneurs of YPO's Delhi Chapter asking them to make UP an
investment destination. Chief Minister said that the tremendous
improvement in the law and order and infrastructure of the state has
resulted in proposals for investment of Rs. 02 lakh crores.
The Chief Minister said that the rapid pace of development of the
state today is a result of improved infrastructure and better law and order
situation in the state. Today the connectivity of Uttar Pradesh also is far
better. Work is going on on Purvanchal Expressway and is likely to be
completed by August 2020. Apart from this, work will be started soon on
Bundelkhand Expressway and Ganga Expressway.
The Chief Minister said the State Government is also taking help from
the experts of IIMs to speed up the pace of economic development.
Recently, the Chief Minister along with his team discussed these issues
with IIM experts. He said that given the pace at which Uttar Pradesh is
growing, the state will become a trillion dollar economy by 2024.
The Chief Minister said the State Government had taken steps
towards improving law and order. Today, due to the fear of law among
criminals, entrepreneurs are relieved and are confident of their
investment. He said that the entrepreneurs want better law and order for
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investment. The government has provided better law and order to the
entrepreneurs and protected their investment.
The Chief Minister said that the State Government is working on
improving connectivity within the state. Uttar Pradesh had airports only in
two cities in March 2017, today there are 6 functional airports. Work is
underway on 11 new airports. Metro work is also going on in many
districts. The state government is speeding up the process of connecting
every district headquarters with the four lane. Apart from this, Eastern and
Western Freight Corridors cross near Dadri. The state government is also
working towards creating a logistics park near Dadri.
The Chief Minister said we have organized three successful events in
UP this year. We have successfully completed the biggest spiritual and
cultural event of Kumbh 2019 in Prayagraj. This time under the guidance
of Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi ji, technology was used in Kumbh
and the event was a great success. The state government also successfully
completed 15th Pravasi Bharatiya Sammelan in Varanasi.
The state also conducted Lok Sabha elections this year. There were
1.63 lakh booths across the state but there was no incident of violence.
Earlier, there was an identity crisis for the state, but today the State
Government has succeeded in establishing a positive identity of Uttar
Pradesh. We have turned challenges into success. UP today has brought
down crime rate in the state. It was possible only because of the zero
tolerance policy against crime. Several other steps too were taken to
increase investment in Uttar Pradesh.
The Chief Minister said that just as India is an investment destination
for the world, Uttar Pradesh is the top investment destination within the
country. He said the government has introduced policies in 21 sectors for
investment. This initiative will help state achieve $1 trillion by 2024.
Today, the state has registered a significant increase in exports.
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